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New tax rules were introduced in the 2016 Federal budget to curtail the access and 
multiplication of the Small Business Deduction (SBD), through the use of corporate 
structures (including corporate structures of unrelated corporations) and also through 
the use of inter-company management fees.
A new concept was created by defining “Specified Corporate Income” (SCI). In 
addition restrictions and new rules were introduced to deal with corporations making 
a joint subsection 256(2) election.
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Since the tax rules dealing with “association” dealt primarily with “ownership” and 
“control” issues, it was possible for 2 related corporations to have 2 separate and 
distinct Small Business Deduction (SBD) limits, as long as there was no common 
control or cross-ownership interest that would associate the two corporations.
Now it may not be possible to achieve 2 separate SBD limits, if one of the 
corporations is receiving revenue from the other corporation.
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These new rules will apply to corporations for taxation years commencing on or after 
March 22, 2016.
In addition, the new rules can apply to corporate structures, where a CCPC provides 
services of any kind to another private corporation or a partnership. New Specific 
Partnership Income (SPI) rules have been introduced which will deem the income 
earned by the CCPC providing such services, to be Specified Partnership Income, and 
also be deemed to have a SBD allocation of NIL.
Similarly, where a CCPC provides services and receives fees from another private 
corporation (the “payor” corporation), in which any non-arm’s length person holds an 
interest, income received by the CCPC (“recipient corporation”) will be deemed to be 
SCI and there will be no SBD limit allocated to such income unless a joint election is 
filed to allocate a portion of the payors corporation’s SBD limit to the recipient 
corporation.
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Under the “old” rules, tax provisions were already in place to limit and effectively 
allocate only one (1) $500,000 Small Business Deduction to corporate members of a 
partnership. The proportion that a particular corporate partner received of the $500k 
SBD limit, was based on that corporate partner’s share of the overall taxable 
partnership profits.
However, structures were devised to somewhat circumvent these Specified 
Partnership Income (SPI) rules, by having a non-member CCPC earn active business 
income from the partnership. Under the “old” rules as long as the CCPC was not an 
owner or “member” in the partnership, the CCPC enjoyed its own SBD limit, and 
income paid to it by the partnership, would be deemed to be active business income 
for tax purposes. 
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Note that in this structure, only the individuals (being Partner 1 and Partner 2) are 
actually equity partners in the partnership. Any partnership income allocated to them 
would be subject to tax on their personal tax returns.
However, fees charged by PC1 and PC2 to the partnership, would be treated as active 
businesses income in each such corporation. Insofar, as Partner 1 and Partner 2 are 
unrelated, each PC would be entitled to its own $500k SBD limit.
This structure worked not only for 2 Partners of the partnership, it also worked for 
large structures with many partners and PC’s, thereby enabling a significant 
multiplication in the SBD.
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There are many instances where CRA provided “positive” tax rulings for such 
structures.
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The new rules significantly change this landscape and implement an abrupt end to 
the tax benefits achieved through multiplication of the SBD. One exception exists –
where the CCPC generates less than 10% of its revenues or services to persons or 
partnerships with which either the CCPC does not deal at arm’s length or from a 
corporation or partnership with which another non-arm’s length person holds an 
interest, then such income would not be caught under the new rules.
However, that would rarely be the case, as the CCPC would generally be receiving 
almost all, or substantially all of its revenues from that partnership or corporate 
entity.
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In this scenario, the HOLDCO owned by the spouse will be deemed to be a “Specified 
Partner”” of the partnership for purposes of the SBD, even though HOLDCO does not 
hold an equity interest in the partnership. Under the new rules this means that the 
income that it earns from the partnership in fees, will be Specified Partnership 
Income (SPI) for purposes of the SBD, and its SBD limit will be deemed to be NIL, 
unless a joint election is made with PC1 to allocate some of its proportionate share of 
the $500k Specified Partnership Income – SBD limit to the HOLDCO.
Similar rules will apply if the partnership was instead structured as a corporation.
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Under the “old” rules, the Specified Partnership Income (SPI) rules contained in 
subsection 125(7) of the Act did not apply, and HOLDCO would enjoy its own SBD 
limit.
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Note that there is no requirement for the spouse or the spouse's HOLDCO to actually 
own an equity interest in the partnership (or a payor corporation). The fact that it 
receives fee income from an entity in which a non-arm’s length, related person holds 
an interest, is sufficient for the new rules to apply.
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In effect, HOLDCO’s active business income, from providing services to the 
partnership, will now be deemed to be Specified Partnership Income (SPI). The SPI 
will be deemed to be NIL to the HOLDCO unless a joint election is filed to assign a SPI 
limit to the deemed partnership member.
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The overall impact of these new rules is that there will be one annual $500k SBD 
limit, where there is one business. The overriding objective that Finance wanted to 
achieve, was to curtail and eliminate the multiplication of the SBD. This has been 
effectively achieved; albeit with some limited opportunities to multiply the SBD 
where it is possible to carve out and incorporate a truly separate business imbedded 
in the same entity.
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Other planning might include abandoning conventional models such as the 
partnership or a corporation in favour of a joint venture or “cost-share” structure. In 
order for this to work effectively for a practice of incorporated professionals, each of 
the “partners” would need to carry on an independent business , as a separate legal 
entity, with an agreement to share in certain common costs. The change to this type 
of structure might not be feasible in a practical manner of speaking.
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Other considerations to keep in mind, of “switching” to a different business model is:
-How would the billings, collections, cost allocations actually work?
-Will the accounting become too complex?
-Will CRA challenge the structure as “one business” in any event?
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The new concept of the Specified Corporation Income (SCI) will apply when a CCPC 
provides services to another corporation, and that corporation (or persons who do 
not deal at arm’s length with that corporation) holds a direct or indirect interest in 
the corporation to which services are provided. The one exception occurs, if the 
income from such services, comprises less than 10% of the total income earned by 
the CCPC providing the services.
If it does not meet this exception, then the income will be deemed to be SCI and that 
income will not be eligible for the SBD, unless a joint election is filed with the payor 
corporation to allocate a portion of its annual $500k SBD to the CCPC.
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Note that the new SCI rules apply even where the two corporations are not 
associated. In fact, the two corporations can be entirely unrelated, and the SCI 
provision could apply, if a person directly or indirectly has ownership in the “payor” 
corporation and that person is related to the recipient CCPC providing the services.
The SCI provisions are far-reaching and will potentially apply to many structures.
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• Apple Co’s income from Private Corp carved-out under Clause B because:
 Apple Co not associated with Private Corp;
 Apple Co/one of its shareholders/a person not dealing with Apple Co or 

one of its shareholders hold interest in Private Corp; and 
 Not all or substantially all of Apple Co’s ABI derived from providing 

services/property to arm’s length persons.
• Apple Co may claim SBD on those income only if the income is SCI -> requires 

Private Corp to assign its business limit to Apple Co.
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• Income earned by Apple Co selling apples to Private Corp not carved out by Clause 
B because of the exception in 125(10):

 Apple Co.’s income is active business income from provision of 
services/property to an associated corporation;

 The amount is not deductible by the associated corporation (i.e. Private 
Corp) in respect of an amount included in its income that is referred to in 
any of the clauses (A), (B), or (C) carve-outs.

• In other words, Private Corp’s cost of buying apples from Apple Co 
is not deductible against income only subject to any of the carve-
outs, because Private Corp retails apples to arm’s length customers.

• Therefore, all active business income included in paragraph 125(1)(a), but Apple 
Co and Private Corp must share $500,000 business limit as associated corporations 
under the usual rules.
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For instance – consider this scenario. All three corporations are unrelated and deal at 
arm’s length with each other. Because they are all unrelated and they all deal ar arm’s 
length with each other, each corporation does have full access to the $500k SBD.
However, that SBD limit can be compromised should OPCO pay fees to HOLDCO 1 and 
HOLDCO 2. 
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Under the “old” rules fees paid by OPCO to each of HOLDCO 1 and HOLDCO 2 would 
be considered Active Business Income (ABI) in each HOLDCO. Personal Services 
Business Income (PSBI) would not likely be a factor as each HOLDCO was a 50% 
shareholder in OPCO, and the fees could arguably represent a distribution of profit, 
that was something other than employment income that would have been payable to 
each shareholder. Under the “old” rules each HOLDCO would likely have been able to 
use their $500k SBD limit against management fee income it earned from OPCO.
Under the new rules, this income will be considered to be Specified Corporate 
Income (SCI) as defined in sub paragraph 125(7)(a)(i)(A).
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The proposed amendments can affect very commonly-used business structures, such 
as the one shown above.
In this example, BLDG Co. charges rent to OPCO, in respect of property owned by 
BLDG Co. and leased to OPCO.  The two corporations are associated as they are 
controlled by the same group of related shareholders.  However, the new proposals 
will require additional tax filings.
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Under the old rules, the only thing that was required was to allocate the Annual SBD 
between the 2 corporations.  Since rental income earned by BLDG Co. is deemed to 
be ABI under 129(6), the income in BLDG Co. would be eligible for the SBD, as long as 
part of the Annual $500,000k limit was allocated to it.  This was done simply by 
making the allocation on Schedule 23 of both corporations.
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Note that the newly proposed provision in the 2016 Federal Budget creates a new 
definition for “specified corporate income“, in subparagraph 125(7)(a)(i) of the Act.  
Effectively, where a corporation receives substantially all of its income from property, 
it will be treated as specified investment business income (SIBI), even where the 
payor corporation is an associated active business corporation.

However, the two corporations can jointly file an election, where the payor 
corporation agrees to make an assignment of its Annual 500k SBD Limit to the other 
related corporation.  Presumably, filing Schedule 23 and making the allocation on that 
for is not sufficient for these purposes.
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